[Gastroesophageal reflux disease--diagnosis and management].
Gastroesophageal reflux disease is a serious clinical problem. In clinical classification of gastroesophageal reflux disease we differentiate esophageal and non-esophageal syndromes. In case of esophageal syndromes we differentiate based on clinical signs and syndromes with esophageal mucosal lesions based diagnosed on base of upper alimentary tract endoscopic and histopathologic assessment. In clinical diagnosis establishing basics are clinical symptoms as heartburn, regurgitation. Usually, recently found typical symptoms of light intensification can be concluded with diagnosis gastroesophageal reflux disease and without other diagnostic tools treatment could be introduced. Helpful diagnostic test is a test with proton pump inhibitors. Endoscopic assessment should be performed at least once in every patient with chronic gastroesophageal reflux disease in order to eliminate complications (Barrett disease). Main impedance advantage is possibility of reflux diagnosis disregarding ph value. Continuous monitoring of impedance in many segments of esophagus can help to establish direction of reflux and its characteristics and extent establishment. (liquid, gaseous, mixed). The main role in pharmacological gastroesophageal reflux disease treatment plays drugs decreasing acid output, proton pump inhibitors (PPI). Dosage of chronic use should be assess individually. The Basic rule is the use of possibly minimal therapeutic dose of PPI. In this paper authors presented basics of gastroesophageal reflux disease diagnosing, monitoring and treatment.